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With The Three Forges, the Cork Gamelan Ensemble presents a collection of newly 
composed music for Javanese Gamelan, the traditional gong ensemble music of 
Java in Indonesia. The ensemble is directed by Professor Mel Mercier who in 1994 
commissioned the gamelan instruments on behalf of University College Cork (UCC) 
and has taught the UCC Gamelan in the Seomra Gamelan (Gamelan Room) at the 
university’s Department of Music until his departure in 2016. Composing new music 
for gamelan is a widespread practice, both inside and outside of Indonesia. Two 
types of original music are distinguished: komposisi baru (new works based on 
traditional structures) and kreasi baru (experimental compositions, ignoring 
traditional forms and/or techniques) (Pickvance, 2005). Over the years, the UCC 
Gamelan has performed original music for gamelan alongside the traditional 
repertoire. With the establishment of the Cork Gamelan Ensemble by UCC 
graduates in 2013, an ensemble exclusively aimed at composing and performing 
original music for gamelan was born. To date, the Cork Gamelan Ensemble has 
collaborated with various Irish artists, initial encounters which always begin in the 
Seomra Gamelan. The results of these joint efforts can be found on the ensemble’s 
debut album, The Three Forges. 
The album opens with the komposisi baru ‘Kelly and Andy’. It is based on the 
gangsaran, a traditional musical form with a persisting ostinato on one note. This 
ostinato, or repetitive figuration, features throughout this energetic opening song on 
the balungan instruments (metallophones which play the core melody). The other 
instruments, the higher pitched balungan instruments, and the chorus embellish the 
ostinato. Track 2, ‘Tiga’, is a three-part piece with a lively opening part in which the 
balungan instruments are in dialogue with saxophonist Nick Roth. This contrasts with 
the soft and slow middle section where the gongs and soft instruments, played with 
padded mallets, create a meditative atmosphere as a background to the saxophone 
solo, with the suling (end-blown bamboo flute) featuring prominently also. The tempo 
is driven up again during the improvisational saxophone solo of the concluding 
section.  
In the title track, sean-nós song practitioner Iarla Ó Lionáird narrates and sings 
fragments from a seventeenth century poem, ‘Aonar Dhomsa Eidir Dhaoinibh’. The 
gamelan explores experimental playing techniques in accompanying the poem with 
soft, sustained notes on the gongs, bonangs (small upright gongs), and the rebab 
(two-stringed bowed instrument). Track 4 is an arrangement that combines excerpts 
from Adrian Lee’s ‘Alicesongs’ with Mercier’s ‘The Coolagown Polka’. The balungan 
instruments play the original melodies while the gongs, bonangs, and hand clapping 
decorate the melody according to traditional techniques.  
Track 5 opens with the plucked sounds of the West Cork Ukulele Orchestra. The 
ukuleles, gongs, and bonangs provide the harmonic structure for the chorus which 



sings fragments of the popular Javanese poem Parabé Sang. Both ‘orchestras’ 
created this piece using the notes that are shared between the instruments. As the 
gamelan and ukuleles have different tuning systems, the correspondence between 
the notes is never exact. However, it is precisely this slight interference between the 
absolute pitches that give this composition its special character.  
‘Telephones and Gongs’, composed by Linda Buckley and Mercier, was the first 
kreasi baru written for the Cork Gamelan Ensemble. The most distinctive feature of 
this track is the rhythmic accompaniment provided by the improvised tap dance of 
Colin Dunne. Duke Special joins the gamelan ensemble on track 7, ‘Guiding Bells’ 
where he sings about the composer Seán Ó Riada while in dialogue with the suling. 
The accompaniment of the soft-sounding gendèrs and gongs suits the text 
particularly well as it imitates the sound of ringing bells. Roth re-joins the ensemble 
for ‘The Beauty Queen of Affane’ on soprano saxophone in a composition consisting 
of two parts. In the first, the saxophone, playing solo against the harmonic 
background provided by the gamelan, uses the same improvisational style as on 
‘Tiga’. The chorus initially comes to the foreground in the second part with rhythmic 
syllables sung in unison, the saxophone joining with an improvisational melody.  
In track 9, singer-songwriter Julie Feeney sings about a fictional character called 
Christine. During the refrain, balungan instruments double the melody while the rest 
of the ensemble accompanies the melody with fast homophonic pulses. This 
contrasts with the heterophonic or layered texture of traditional gamelan. Additional 
voices and the suling add extra texture to the music. ‘Fleischmann in Java’ is an 
homage to the composer and former UCC pedagogue Aloys Fleischmann, featuring 
cellist Kate Ellis. The gamelan creates different timbres by alternating undampened 
playing techniques with a percussive and dampened playing style, while Ellis 
improvises a cello solo based on Fleischmann’s Movement for String Quartet. The 
final track, ‘Heart of the Mountain’, is another collaboration with Duke Special. The 
song describes the impressions of Duke Special’s first encounter with the ensemble 
in the Seomra Gamelan. The gamelan accompaniment clearly marks the contrast 
between the verses and refrains. Relatively soft and sporadic motives decorate the 
verses while damped pulses accompany the chorus.  
The collaboration with seven different artists makes The Three Forges a versatile 
album. Forms and playing techniques, both traditional and non-traditional, are 
combined with various approaches to song creating, including arrangements, fixed 
compositions, and improvised solos. The songs are relatively short which creates a 
rapid transition between eclectic timbres and styles. On the one hand, this tends to 
break the continuity between tracks that one might expect from an album. But on the 
other hand, and more persuasively, the listener, when introduced to such a variety of 
soundscapes, becomes eager to hear and see more of the collaborations between 
the Cork Gamelan Ensemble and the featured soloists. The Three Forges merges 
the diverse musical scenes of Ireland and Indonesia. The members of the Cork 
Gamelan Ensemble combine the unique sounds of Javanese gamelan, with all its 
inherent possibilities for experimental sonorities, with the versatility of Ireland’s music 
scene. These encounters between Irish composers, gamelan players, and musicians 



from a range of backgrounds in the Seomra Gamelan are a valuable addition to 
modern gamelan music and create a contemporary space for gamelan composition 
in Ireland.  
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